PRESS RELEASE

NEW NEFF WINE CABINETS AND VENTING HOBS
AT KBB BIRMINGHAM 2020
March 2020: NEFF is unveiling a range of new appliances at the KBB Birmingham
2020 show (NEC, 1-4 March 2020). NEFF (stand X130) is exhibiting alongside its
sister brands, Bosch and Siemens, in a combined exhibition area of over 500 sq m
in hall 17.
New for 2020 in venting hobs are the 80cm-wide N 90 T58TL6EN2 and 70cmwide N 70 T47TD7BN2 models. Both of the new venting hobs boast a re-designed
air inlet. It is slimmed down, streamlined and sits fully flush to the surface,
creating an extended usable area of induction hob.
A notable addition for the N 90 T58TL6EN2 Flex Induction hob is that it will be
possible to monitor it via the Home Connect app. This will include push
notifications when the filter needs changing and a direct link to buy a
replacement. Features also include Climate Control, that senses the cooking
steam and odours and automatically sets the most effective extraction level, and
a Frying Sensor to stop food burning. Meanwhile, the N 70 T47TD7BN2 is the first
70cm venting hob that is suitable for installation in standard 60cm furniture.
To the NEFF wine cabinet offering, two new models are added. Firstly, for
compact wine collections, the N70 KU9202HG0G is an undercounter model that is
just 30cm wide. With space for 21 bottles within one temperature zone, it has
bamboo shelves and a stainless steel bar handle. The larger N70 KU9213HG0G is
a 60cm-wide cabinet with a 43-bottle capacity. Two temperature zones can be
independently set between 5°C and 20°C. The new cabinets are due to launch in
the autumn.
Commenting on the new products, Sue Flowers, NEFF Group Marketing Manager,
said: “We’re looking forward to exhibiting our new range of venting hobs and
wine cabinets at KBB Birmingham. The new venting hobs come with a range of
features, including a re-designed air inlet and a Frying Sensor, while the new wine
cabinets offer wider variety for compact and larger wine collections.”
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About NEFF
NEFF GmbH develops and produces household appliances for people who have a passion for
cooking and value functionality, design and ease of operation. Founded in Bretten in the German
state of Baden-Württemberg in 1877, the company is now one of the leading manufacturers of
built-in household appliances in Europe. Its product portfolio comprises all modern household
appliances, including ovens, hobs, extractor hoods, refrigerators, freezers, dishwashers and full
automatic coffee machines. People take centre stage in the kitchen.
That has been NEFF’s philosophy for more than 135 years. With inspiring ideas, the brand
continuously sets new standards, particularly in the area of its core competencies of cooking and
baking. Examples include the CircoTherm® hot air system, the smooth-running ComfortFlex® fully
extendable rail system, the only fully retractable oven door Slide&Hide® and the unique
Point&Twist magnetic dial operation on our hobs. Since 1982, NEFF has been part of BSH Home
Appliances Ltd. Further information is available at www.neff-home.com/uk/

